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Form, Features & Unlimited Capacity
Right from the login screen, it becomes instantly apparent that 
form is as important in OSS360’s design as its functionality. 
Capacity is important as well. In addition, the login screen supports 
multiple “Companies”. The data associated with each company 
is completely separated from that of all other companies. This 
allows users to maintain separate production, test and training 
environments. Each company supports up to 46,600 locations 
and a like number of login-capable employees. While locations 
share customer, employee, accounting, inventory and other data 
in common, each can be completely separated at the accounting 
and reporting levels.
          
Powerful Administrator Interface
OSS360 is completely table-driven. This means that it can 
be configured and continually reconfigured to meet ongoing 
operational requirements, without making programming 
changes to its source code. If an authorized user clicks on the 
A360 logo at the top of the main screen, a dropdown tree style 
menu will appear, listing all file maintenance, utility and system 
preference administration functions to which that user is allowed 
access. From there, it’s a simple matter of selecting a parameter 
that needs modification and making the appropriate edits. Most 
changes are supported by current and future effective dates and 
times.
          
Instant Intranet Messaging
A Microsoft instant messaging (IM) icon appears to the right of 
the clock at the top of the main screen.  This provides instant 
access to all IM capabilities, including text, voice and video 
communications between users. However, such communications 
are limited to internal use only. This allows team members to 
communicate without the distractions of outside messages. 
Furthermore, a detailed history is maintained of all threads. In 
addition, when required, this unique feature allows authorized 
users to remotely view and control the screens and keyboards 
of others, providing a perfect user monitoring and training aid.

Letters, Comments, SMS & E-Mail
OSS360’s OLE interface to MS Word allows users to create 
spelling and grammar-checked general letters, late notices 
and collections, maintenance, promotion, quotation, welcome 
package and service status letters, as well as service and 
maintenance contracts, all in a familiar and feature-rich word 
processing environment. Letters, notices and contacts are 
supported by dozens of associated data merge objects that 
personalize each letter with related information (account balance, 
contract expiration date, etc.). In addition, dozens of processes 
are supported by SMS and e-mail notifications. Automatically-
selected multilingual variants are supported for each letter, SMS 
and e-mail.   

Convenient User Interface
Following initial login, a pop-up menu appears in the lower-left 
portion of the screen. It provides instant access to all major daily 
functions that are supported by the current user’s password. 
From this menu, users can also change their password, login 
location, login name or assigned cash drawer. They can also 
access on-line help, change screen languages and lock / unlock 
their login session. A multi-function clock provides the current 
time, multiple timer and time clock options, and access to world 
time data. Five lights labeled T, Q, M, S and A blink, generate 
distinctive tones and change to various colors to inform users of 
task, walk-in queue, marketing, system and switch alarm-generated 
alerts.           
          
Two Mouse Clicks - 70,000 Answers  
OSS360’s unique interface puts password authorized users within 
one or two mouse clicks of over 70,000 different types of data, 
providing the ability to instantly reach desired information. One 
example of this is OSS360’s Contact screen, which displays call 
tag and trouble ticket history. It also displays all memos, letters, 
e-mail, notices, promotions, literature, coverage maps and 
quotes that have been previously sent to the selected prospect 
or account, as well as all system-generated messages (i.e.: prepay 
refresh notices) and comments (i.e.: billing comments). This 
information is just a mouse click away from any CRM screen.  
          
Notes, Memos & Comments
While OSS360 history is clearly based upon status and event 
codes, it offers exceptional notes, memos and comment 
capability. In each case, a reportable status or event occurs (new 
activation, deactivation or feature change, adjustments, credits, 
collections activity, customer comment, etc.) and a supporting 
spell-checked Rich Text Format (RTF) field allows users to enter 
an unlimited comment. Users have full control over font style, 
size and color. Once most memos are saved, they cannot be 
changed. However, users can add unlimited additional text. Each 
entry stores and displays the date, time and user who recorded it.                

Detailed Transaction History
All CRM screens are within a mouse click of unlimited account 
transaction, status and memo history. This includes an entry for 
every activation, deactivation, feature & rate change, invoice, 
collections activity, payment, adjustment, sales activity, note, 
memo, comment, account status change and much more.  The 
displayed data can be filtered by category, contract, system, user, 
status, event, memo, amount, reference number and reason. 
As with all OSS360 grids, the columns can be moved and re-
organized in ascending or descending order. Users can type text 
into any column to search for related data and can click on the 
column header to group all similar data.
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Lead Capture
OSS360’s Information services screen is designed to maximize the 
return on in-bound calls that come from advertising and other 
lead generating activities. Users can capture, track and manage 
unlimited contact data, notes, tasks and requirements, as well 
as send literature, quote rates, manage promotions, answer 
FAQs, and provide responses to virtually all prospect inquires. 
This screen also supports agent and sales person referrals 
and appointment scheduling, multi-lingual requirements, and 
provides numerous tools to help users close sales and move 
prospects from a lead to a customer. Historical data is retained 
indefinitely.
          
Web Interface
A typical web interface consists of a presentation layer, a business 
rules layer and a database layer. OSS360 provides the business 
rules and database. All users need is a web site look and feel 
(presentation layer) that suits their market. Users can then attach 
their presentation layer to a full-features palate of business layer 
options. These include self registration, self-help, self activation 
and feature change, account balance, usage and historical 
display, EBPP, trouble reporting and tracking, referral program 
lead registration, prepay card and equipment purchases, SMS 
& MMS messaging, FAQs, etc. OSS360’s unique web markets 
feature allows users to segregate these options by postal code.     
          
True Convergent Billing
OSS360 offers true convergent billing capability by supporting a 
broad range of services that can be offered in almost unlimited 
combinations. These include GSM, PCS, CDMA, WCDMA, TDMA, 
GAIT, 3G, 4G, paging, Centrex, POTS, wireline, special circuits, 
VoIP, broadband, Internet, e-commerce, content, packet data, 
SMS, MMS, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSDPA, EVDO, satellite, e-mail, 
voice mail, CATV, IPTV, utilities and associated reseller services. 
This gives users the distinct advantage of being able to offer one-
stop shopping with cross technology bundling & discounts and 
with multiple services merged onto a single monthly invoice or 
sliced and diced across multiple invoices.

Communities, Talk Groups & PTT
Communities of interest allow subscribers from one or more 
associated but typically unrelated accounts to enjoy a cumulative 
usage discount based upon user-defined rules. Talk groups allow 
mobile-to-mobile communications between home subscribers at 
special rates, and can provide a push-to-talk-like offering without 
special hardware. These powerful marketing tools can be used to 
attract large organizations (trade unions, etc.) and other multiple 
subscription accounts. In addition, they can also be used to 
promote long-term subscriber loyalty. In addition, push-to-talk 
(PTT) event and duration billing and free usage are supported in 
GSM, CDMA and ESMR system types.
  

Direct Marketing & Scripts
OSS360 offers a long list of subscriber benefits that are designed to 
attract new business and one of the best ways to get the message 
out is through a well-crafted telephone marketing campaign. This 
capability is supported by advance scripting and a powerful interface 
that can guide users through any number of call-related questions 
and prospect responses. Pause and resume functions allow users 
to exit from and return to a given script at any time. Not only can 
scripting significantly improve close ratios, each step is recorded 
to support various telemarketer evaluation and prospect analysis 
reports.        
          
Prospect & Account Management
Prospects are a precious commodity, and OSS360’s Marketing 
screen provides the tools necessary to make the most of every 
lead and existing account up-sell opportunity. Users can record 
and track prospect information, manage appointments and 
create and manage quotes, sales orders and follow-ups. Once a 
given salesperson is assigned to a lead or account, all subsequent 
activity is tracked and used in reporting income projections, 
average days to close, marketing performance, etc. In addition, 
OSS360’s automatic escalation process can remove an aging lead 
from one salesperson and assign it to another. This guarantees 
that no lead will ever go stale.  
          
Versatile Account Hierarchies
The surest way to capture accounts with unique billing requirements 
is to offer unique billing solutions. One or more accounts can 
be assigned to a common master account (i.e.: police and fire 
department bills are created separately and sent to the city’s 
master account) and / or co-signer. Each account can be assigned 
up to 999 contracts. Each contract can be segregated into unlimited 
departments, and can include one or more billable IDs (i.e.: mobile 
number, IP address, etc.). Each BID can be assigned unlimited rates 
and features. Accounts that are assigned multiple contracts will 
receive one invoice per contract and bill cycle.              

Number Portability 
Most US carriers are now required by the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) to support number portability. Many other 
carriers offer portability as well. Number portability allows 
subscribers to change carriers in a given market without losing 
their previously assigned phone number, mobile number, etc. 
OSS360 supports several static and dynamic interfaces to ported 
number clearing houses, such as VeriSign, Syniverse (TSI), EDS, 
etc. Quarantine and snap-back are also supported.

Subscriber Acquisition
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Usage Sharing, Rollover & Cascading 
As markets become more competitive, and carriers resist “all-
you-can-eat” usage models, the availability of versatile free 
usage offerings will become increasingly important. As a result, 
OSS360’s rating engine supports up to 28 different kinds of free 
usage per rate plan and, in addition to various forms of airtime; 
it supports data, IPTV, toll, e-mail content, and many other 
forms of free usage. Within a single bill, usage can be shared or 
not shared among subscribers and / or one or more groups of 
subscribers. By time zone rollover from 0 to unlimited periods is 
supported. Cascading allows one type of usage (i.e.: roaming) to 
share a portion of another types free usage (i.e. home airtime). 
And, there‘s much more!  

Frequent & Disguised Numbers
OSS360’s frequently called numbers feature provides “friends 
and family” type pricing capabilities, allowing subscribers to 
call certain numbers of their choosing at special rates. This 
encourages relatives to sign up for the plan as well. OSS360’s 
unique “personal directory” offers a highly marketable feature 
that can be used to disguise calls to and from confidential 
numbers. This offers doctors, lawyers, psychiatrists, law 
enforcement agents and others the ultimate in calling privacy. 
Each of these features can attract new business, contribute to 
retention and generate significant additional revenue (i.e.: $5 
per month per disguised number). A subpoena-compliant report 
is available when required.     
          
Promotional Bonuses
Promotional bonuses allow users to offer potential new 
subscribers various amounts of initial free access in one or more 
time periods and usage categories (i.e.: free on-peak airtime 
minutes). Promotional bonuses can be limited to a specific 
number of bill cycles (1 – 99) until used or can span unlimited 
cycles until used. In any case, they provide OSS360 users with 
a low-cost alternative to equipment giveaways. In addition, 
promotional bonuses can be used to reward existing account 
loyalty.

Telemarketing Commissions
OSS360’s telemarketing commission system is designed to 
compensate telemarketers based upon the source of a lead and 
the completion of one or more user-defined tasks that move 
that lead towards a closed sale. This allows users to reward 
success associated with difficult prospecting, such as cold calls, 
while providing appropriate compensation for easier acquired 
prospects, such as trade show leads. Telemarketing commissions 
are a powerful motivator in the quest for new business.    
  

Volume, Unit & Rate Plan Discounts 
OSS360’s volume, unit, feature package and rate plan discounts 
are designed to both acquire and retain subscribers. Unit discounts 
are based upon a total number of active IDs. Volume discounts are 
based on various invoiced amounts. Feature package discounts 
provide bundled feature discounts. Rate plan discounts allow a 
user-defined combination of selected rates to discount to one or 
more other rates. In addition, most discounts can be applied across 
service categories. For example, a subscriber with 2 or more cellular 
phones could receive a discount on Internet service. These and 
other OSS360 tools allow users to create unique offers that cannot 
be easily matched by the competition. 
          
Agent & Reseller Access
User-defined and password managed support is provided for 
both agent and reseller access to various relevant OSS360 
functions. While agents can create unlimited new accounts, 
resellers are limited to a single account. Each can activate, 
deactivate and change features on accounts to which they are 
assigned. At the user’s option, these functions can be directly 
integrated with OSS360 mediation. Agent commissions, reseller 
discounts and access to FAQs, the knowledge base and numerous 
other appropriate lead management, POS, fulfillment and CRM 
functions are fully supported.  
          
Promotion Management 
OSS360 includes powerful promotion management features that 
can automatically provide special item pricing and / or free usage 
bonuses based upon a combination of contract duration and user-
defined promotion rules. Charge-back rules are also user-defined. 
So, if a subscriber receives the benefits of a contract duration-based 
promotion and does not complete the agreed upon term, that 
subscriber will be automatically charged appropriate penalties. 
POS return, refund and exchange functions are designed to insure 
that all adjustments are made in accordance with promotion rules. 
Promotions can include or exclude taxes as applicable.           

Access Commissions & Bonuses 
OSS360 supports multiple access commission and bonus plans for 
both new service activations and service upgrades. Each plan can 
include compensation for one or more features offered on one or 
more systems. Users can define up to six net activation tiers for 
each feature. Tiering can be set to retroactive or as earned. Users 
can also specify payment terms (upon activation, after first use, 
delay, etc.), the maximum payment cycles and early termination 
and service downgrade and charge-back terms. Bonus codes 
allow users to create tiers that reward various consistent tiers 
of net activations. These are ideal for compensating agents who 
maintain high active subscriber counts.

Subscriber Acquisition
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Churn Scoring
OSS360 is supported by user-defined churn scoring, a feature 
that is designed to predict the potential loss of a subscriber in 
sufficient time to take corrective action. The analysis process can 
be based upon over 200 manual and automatic events, unlimited 
groups of related events, event frequencies (i.e.: 5 dropped calls 
within 30 days) and maximum impact durations (i.e.: a given 
score component is factored in for 15 days). The sum of all score 
factors creates a composite code that represents payment history, 
revenue value, loss probability and credit score (when available). 
This drives various alert, credit risk and retention processes.
          
Automatic Renewal Notifications
OSS360 contracts support an unlimited number of billable IDs 
(BIDs), such as cellular phones, ANIs, pagers, e-mail addresses, 
etc. In addition, each BID on a given contract can be assigned 
a unique contract expiration date. This means that a single 
contract could have numerous renewal dates. While this can all 
be sorted out through reports, OSS360 includes the ability to 
automatically alert marketing personnel to impending contract 
expirations in real time. Nightly, this feature analyzes blocks of 
accounts and, based upon user-defined rules distributes renewal 
leads to marketing personnel for follow-up.     
          
Unique Service Offerings
One of the best ways to retain subscribers is to give them 
something that is not available from the competition. OSS360 
has been entirely designed with this goal in mind. As a result, 
it offers unique features like personal directory, talk groups and 
BID level billing detail / call listing organization. OSS360 also 
includes the industry’s most versatile rating and billing engine, 
with unique service offerings that are inspired by hundreds of 
A360 customers world-wide. As each new competitive challenge 
is revealed, OSS360 is immediately given the teeth to bite back. 
Its new capabilities are then distributed to all supported users. 

Prompt Pay & Term Discounts
In addition to invoice payment discounts (i.e.: 2% 10, net 30), 
OSS360 supports both prompt pay and term discounts. Prompt 
pay discounts are based upon the continuous number of periods 
in which a given account pays its balance as agreed. Term 
discounts are based upon a contract commitment period. They 
are assigned at the BID level and automatically charge back 
accounts whenever one or more BIDs terminate service prior to 
the end of their commitment period.  Term discounts can also 
manage equipment and initial free usage promotions and insure 
that appropriate fees are assessed if a contract commitment is 
broken.
  

Automatic Rate Plan Comparisons 
One of the best ways to retain subscribers is to avoid churn caused 
by either over utilization or under utilization of free use or the 
assignment of a toll plan that does not best fit a subscriber’s calling 
patterns. To automate this process, OSS360 includes the ability to 
perform automatic rate comparisons.  Nightly, this feature analyzes 
blocks of accounts and, based upon user-defined rules, runs 90-day 
re-rate comparisons on those with usage patterns that may benefit 
from a change. The results are then automatically distributed to 
marketing personnel who can then proactively contact accounts 
regarding alternate rate plans.         
          
Welcome & Loyalty Packages 
Welcome packages support the ability to send letters, e-mails 
and / or SMS messages to accounts and generate follow-ups 
to marketing and customer care personnel as various events 
occur (new purchases, birthdays, etc.). Welcome packages also 
support initial invoice welcome comments. A separate welcome 
mechanism can also send a welcome SMS to roamers when they 
first arrive in the user’s coverage area. Loyalty packages are an 
OSS360 feature that can provide free access bonuses (i.e.: free 
minutes) based upon a given account’s length of service. This can 
promote and strengthen subscriber retention. 
          
Versatile Contract Terms
OSS360 allows users to create an unlimited number of contract 
templates through its direct interface to Microsoft Word. As new 
activations occur relevant subscriber, ID, rate plan and contract 
duration data is automatically merged onto the selected template. 
Each contract can included any mix of service offerings and individual 
subscription expiration dates. Each listed ID can be assigned one of 
six detail levels and its section of the bill can be uniquely organized 
according to time, number called, place called or call duration, 
etc. Contract terms can limit plan availability, set credit limits, add 
discounts and enforce numerous rules.          

Message Center
OSS360’s unique message center provides the ability to 
compose custom and pre-configured letters, e-mail, faxes and 
SMS messages, as well as billing and statement comments, and 
send them to one or more recipients. Distribution can be based 
upon existing groups or à la carte recipient selections that can 
be based upon up to 36 different filter criteria (rate plans, terms 
and tax codes, territories, highest usage, address range, etc.). 
Message scheduling is also supported, allowing users to pre-
create messages to be sent on holidays, etc. Needless to say, 
this provides an excellent method of staying in touch with and 
retaining subscribers.

Subscriber Retention
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Standard, Promotional & Test Rates
Rate codes are the basis of all OSS360 rating processes. They 
are completely user-defined and support virtually all possible 
billing schemas. This includes fixed in advanced, fixed arrears, 
supplemental services and all forms of airtime, toll, data, 
commerce, content, character and usage counts, storage volume, 
roamer charges, etc. Each is supported by a bill cycle (monthly, 
quarterly, etc. ), up to six time zones, an initial period rate, a 
secondary period rate, a minimum per CDR rate, block time, initial 
free usage, free usage per CDR and a monthly minimum charge. 
Promotional (limited time) and test rates (what-if scenarios) and 
multiple forms of discounting are fully supported.     
          
Unlimited Toll, SMS & Data Plans
OSS360 contracts support an unlimited number of billable IDs 
OSS360 toll rates play multiple rolls in the billing process. First 
of all, they can be used to rate wireless, wireline and other 
forms of interconnect calls between a given origination and a 
given destination. In addition, similar charging rules support 
SMS and packet data, allowing users to charge different rates 
for inter-network messages than for those that pass through 
other gateways (i.e.: international messages). This can all be 
done in unlimited combinations (i.e.: multiple local, national and 
international calling plans).Toll codes can also be used to re-rate 
toll charges associated with roamer incollects and to support 
OSS360’s carrier exchange billing function.     
          
Discounts, Tiering & Free Usage
OSS360 supports unit count discounts, bundled feature package 
discounts and discounts that are based upon multiple volume 
criteria. Shadow rate, rate plan, term, prompt pay, talk group, 
and community of interest discounts and usage-based tiered 
discounts are also supported. In addition, OSS360 supports up 
to 28 free usage categories. These include 15 home categories, 
4 dial type categories, 5 roaming categories and 4 bonus usage 
categories per rate plan. Promotion, contract renewal and one-
time purchase free usage are each supported. Usage pooling, 
cascading and rollover usage are also supported.

Rating, Re-Rating & Test Rating
OSS360 instantly rates CDRs as they become available from 
each switch / network element. Multi-threading processor support 
extends this capability to unlimited call volume and, Immediately after 
rating; CDRs can be viewed, billed and / or adjusted by authorized 
users. This near-real time process also supports Terms360’s terms 
management functions. At any time during a given billing cycle, 
multiple criteria may be used to manually re-rate previously rated 
CDRs. In addition, OSS360’s test rates function allows users to change 
one or more rates and, using various re-rating criteria, determine the 
billing impact of a given change before it is applied. A rating monitor provides 
real time statistics.

Rate Plans & Feature Packages
OSS360 supports an unlimited number of both standard and 
promotional rate plans that can consist of an unlimited number of 
rate codes, services and / or standard, preference, conditional and 
mandatory packages. Each can be configured in any combination 
of periods (monthly, quarterly, etc.), time zones, block times, 
free usage allotments, minimum or maximum charges and tiered 
pricing. Rate plan, feature package, volume, unit, prompt pay and 
loyalty discounts are also supported. The extreme versatility of 
OSS360’s rate plans and packages provides options that attract 
new prospects and help to keep the competition in a distant 
second place.
  
Data, SMS, MMS, IMS, GPRS, etc.
OSS360 supports all forms of wireless and ISP-based data, including 
packets, short message services (SMS), multimedia messaging 
services (MMS), general packet radio service (GPRS), single radio 
carrier transmission technology (1xRT), and cellular digital packet 
data (CDPD). E-commerce and content are also supported, as well 
as WAP, EDGE, UMTS, EVDO, HSDPA and similar technologies. Data 
rating can be based upon origination, destination, time period and 
quality of service (QoS), including, various combinations of data 
volume, bandwidth, precedence, latency, reliability and durability. 
Quantities purchased at once and over various time periods are also 
supported.       
          
Programmable CDR Pre-Filters 
Very often, users wish to eliminate CDRs that will not be used 
in billing from the import stream before they are rated. This can 
save both processing time and storage space. Users may also 
wish to change the record type, feature type, completion status 
origination type, termination type or other properties of a CDR so 
that it can be rated in a different manner than its natural format 
allows. This and much more can be achieved with OSS360’s 
unique programmable pre-filter. Filter criteria is system type and 
switch type specific. 
          
Trial & On-Demand Billing 
Trial billing is a straight-forward OSS360 process that uses sequential 
buttons and red, amber and green lights to guide users to completion, 
and allows users to generate a sample bill run without creating 
permanent accounting data. If inaccuracies are found, special tools 
allow them to be quickly fixed, and a new trial bill can be generated 
to test the results. Once a given trial bill is deemed correct, it can 
be committed to create invoices and update AR, GL and historical 
reporting data, etc. Users can also generate account-specific on-
demand bills at anytime. When appropriate, they can also deactivate 
associated IDs, pro-rate final charges, assess early termination fees 
and apply any available credits, etc.         
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Rating & Billing

Unbillable Record Repair
Unbillable CDRs can be quickly repaired through OSS360’s 
powerful rating history screen. For example, if a billable ID is 
entered directly into the switch, rather than through OSS360, 
resulting CDRs will cause “Unknown Subscriber” records to 
appear in the history screen. Users can highlight one or more 
such records and instantly deactivate the associated IDs. Once 
ownership is established, the previously unbillable CDRs can be 
automatically back-charged to the associated account. All other 
rating issues (missing rates, expired currency codes, etc.) can be 
repaired and re-rated in a similar and convenient manner.
          
Global Rate Changes 
Global rate changes is an extremely capable OSS360 feature 
that allows users to add, exchange and / or delete one or more 
features in one or more rate plans or packages. Furthermore, the 
update action(s) can be limited to included rates, optional rates 
or promotional rates and to available plans, available packages 
and / or to assigned plans / packages. This allows users to quickly 
fix mistakes and / or add / delete features in rate plans that have 
already been assigned. It also allows users to update a given 
feature that is assigned or needs to be assigned across multiple 
plans / packages.   
          
Roamer Settlement
OSS360 supports multiple roamer in-collect and out-collect 
processes. These include all CIBER and TAP formats, numerous 
reseller formats and mark up, mark down, pass through, re-rate, 
rate to home, rate to roam, home free and roam free type rating. 
A360 maintains memberships in related organizations and works 
closely with clearing houses to insure that, if a relevant standard 
change occurs, it is implemented immediately. In addition, an 
OSS360-specific clearing format is also provided. Whenever one 
or more carriers install OSS360, this special format can be used to 
facilitate direct clearing between the parties without the charges 
typically associated with a clearing house.

GSM IREG & TADIG Testing
Several powerful OSS360 screens provide GSM carriers with 
tools to simplify GSM MoU IREG and TADIG testing procedures. 
This includes the management of SDR exchange rates, inter-
carrier agreements, rates and terms, test incollect and out collect 
batches and test SIM cards, IMSIs and MSISDNs. This interface 
also allows users to manage all test records sent to and from each 
perspective roaming partner and to set daily limits on charges 
that can be assessed to test SIMs. Once testing with a given 
PMN is successfully completed, users can send notification with 
a single mouse click. Additional interfaces support new CDMA 
partner testing and inter-carrier exchange record testing, etc.
Billing Preferences & Business Rules
Hundreds of preference options allow users to continually update 
Envision configuration to meet ongoing business requirements. In 
addition, a special business rules screen allows users to set rules that 
govern the trial billing process. The trial billing screen is supported by 
14 sequential step buttons. Some are required steps and some are 
optional. Business rules can be placed on each optional button that 
can make the step mandatory, remain optional or become disabled. 
These cause the button lights to be green, amber red or gray. When 
a light is red, the step must be completed. Once it is green, users can 
move to the next step. Trial billing reports have similar rules.       
          
Carrier Exchange Billing & CABs   
OSS360’s carrier exchange billing function allows users to 
reconcile incoming wireline carrier charges against wireless 
subscriber usage. It also allows users to bill such carriers for traffic 
that terminates on the user’s network. In addition, OSS360 also 
provides interfaces to third-party carrier access billing (CABs) 
and small exchange carrier access billing (SECABs) system. It also 
includes AMA and EMI record support and on-going compliance 
with current OBF standards, such as the BOS and automated 
SECABs specifications.
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Convergent Technology Fulfillment  
OSS360’s Fulfillment screen allows users to add and delete 
services and features, reserve, activate, restrict, deactivate 
and exchange IDs, manage contracts and subscriber data, transfer 
ownership from one account to another, modify system profile data 
and change editable switch options. A detailed record is retained for 
each action. Color-coded text and highlights visually indicate the 
current activation status of each ID, and all fulfillment screen 
functions are universally supported across all technologies. 
This means that, regardless of the service type (GSM, CDMA, 
CENTREX, POTS, VoIP, ISP, ESMR, CATV, IPTV, paging, broadband, 
etc,) the user interface is consistent and equally easy to use.
        
System Convergence & Mediation
Systems are a powerful component in the OSS360 fulfillment, 
provisioning, mediation and billing processes. In general, they 
define hundreds of rules that are related to each of these 
processes, including the translation from feature selections to 
switch commands (fulfillment) and from raw call records to those 
that are billable (mediation). OSS360 is currently compatible with 
over 150 different interfaces. Each is written and maintained in-
house to insure on-going OSS360 compatibility. As changes occur 
in switch versions or in TAP, CIBER or other industry standard 
interface, OSS360 is immediately updated accordingly and the 
changes are distributed to supported users.
      
PIC, CARE, LIDB, Lifeline & Linkup
OSS360 is fully convergent in every sense of the word. This 
means that it approaches each of its supported technologies as 
if it was its sole technology. Its Wireline CENTREX, CLEC, and ILEC 
interfaces are no exception. As a result, PIC, CARE, E-911, LIDB, 
Lifeline and Linkup are all supported by OSS360’s table-driven 
file maintenance and user interfaces. Where appropriate, data 
to and from these functions is automatically updated through an 
API interface to the associated authority, organization or facility 
(i.e.: E-911). In addition, required PUC, FCC and other governing 
body data and full compliance with all current government rules 
and regulations are meticulously maintained.

Facilities Management Interfaces 
OSS360 includes scheduling and order status tracking and, while 
it does not provide physical plant / facilities management, it does 
provide a very slick interface to third-party products, such as 
StellarRAD, Martin Group, CADTEL, etc. OSS360 communicates 
with these modules wherever appropriate. For example, in the 
POS process when a customer wishes to purchase a DSL modem, 
its service address is used to query the FM module and check 
for speed compatibility. In the rate plan and NPA/ NXX selection 
process, a check is made for allowable choices. Once all fulfillment 
tasks have been completed, the subscriber is placed on activation 
hold until a “completed” status is received from FM, etc.
      

À la Carte Rate Selections 
OSS360’s intuitive interface can manage the most complex of 
service offerings and pricing variables. In addition to displaying rate 
plans / services, it can also provide an expanded description of each 
feature, along with benefits and savings comparisons. Unique colors 
segregate various rate types and cumulative billing and free access 
totals are instantly displayed following each selection. In addition, 
users can simultaneously choose rates for multiple IDs (voice data 
and fax numbers), multiple activations (2 or more phones) and 
multiple services (i.e.: cellular and wireline). Rate selections can 
even be copied from quotes or previous activations on the same 
account.   
          
Number & SIM Inventories 
OSS360 includes numerous types of service-specific number 
inventories. These allow users to manage IDs, such as mobile and 
pager numbers, MSISDNs, ICC IDs, cap codes, IP addresses, etc. 
Decimal, hex, octal and alphanumeric numbering formats are 
supported. IDs can be allocated to a general pool or to a given 
agent, reseller, account or account type-specific pool. Users 
can also assign a one-time fee to numbers that are considered 
valuable (i.e.: “vanity numbers”, etc). Number portability, 
electronic SIM order processing, transport key security and PO 
receipt-generated HLR updates are also supported.

Directory Listings & Phone Books 
OSS360 provides a comprehensive user interface that fully 
supports the creation of business and residential telephone 
directory listings and allows users to view a WYSIWYG example of 
the resulting copy, including positioning, organization, bold text, 
indents, etc. Users can also record published / non-published 
information and all other relevant listing data. The output of this 
interface can then be automatically transmitted to the user’s 
publisher of choice in the required format. This interface also 
provides appropriate customer billing. In addition, OSS360 allow 
users to maintain a required phone book count for each service 
address and report this to publisher for delivery.

Activation Queue
OSS360’s unique activation queue provides a powerful 
provisioning interface to all switches and HLRs on the network. 
It allows users to view the completion progress of activations, 
deactivations and feature changes and provides messages and 
reason whenever an update attempt fails. Its profiles button 
allows users to view the commands being sent to the switch / HLR 
and allows users to manually edit those commands. Its exchange 
button allows users to make changes in IDs being sent. While 
updates typically take milliseconds, their progress is continually 
communicated to customer care screens until completed.  

Fulfillment & Mediation Point of Sale & Inventory
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Comprehensive POS Interface
POS360’s POS interface includes order entry, purchasing and other 
functionality that is specifically required by telecommunication 
retailers. It allows users to check stock, lookup pricing, view 
pending orders, find substitutes and accessories, display literature 
and review customer purchase histories. It also allows users to 
create POs, repair POs, sales and service orders, invoices and 
quotes, and to schedule sales and technical staff, etc. Users can 
also change account addresses and other contact information, 
receive payments and deposits, issue credits and refunds, void 
sales, make exchanges and accept returns.
          
Requisitions, POs & Repair POs
Both automatic and manual requisitions are supported, as well 
as manual and recurring POs. The requisition management 
screen allows users to create POs for required items, attach 
the requirement to an available quantity on an incoming PO, 
or fill the order with a substitute item. POS360 also includes a 
unique repair purchase order (RPO) system. An RPO is essentially 
a combination invoice and PO that is issued to a vendor with 
instructions to repair or replace a given item. In the receiving 
process, users can return items to stock or the customer, 
accept substitutes, issue a vendor credit or write the item off as 
worthless.   
          
Stock Transfers
As stock is transferred between locations, POS360 tracks the 
“transit in” and “transit out” quantities of each item. Until 
recorded by the receiving (transit in) location, it remains the 
responsibility of the sending (transit out) location. Erroneous 
shipments can be easily adjusted. For example, if location A 
requests five CH-1 chargers from location B and location B 
mistakenly sends four CH-1s and two CH-4s in error, location A 
can quickly accept, return or partially return any of the items, 
while correctly accounting for the quantities in the inventory 
records of both locations. Sent and received item numbers and 
transfer quantities can be quickly recorded using a TriCoder.

Sales & Service Orders
Sales and service orders (SOs) seamlessly integrate the many 
processes of selling and activating equipment. Numerous 
dynamic processes automatically determine pricing rules, such 
as the price to be paid for equipment when it is associated with 
a 12-month activation contract, etc. From within an SO, number 
activation and exchange functions are just one mouse click away. 
In addition, SOs are also supported by the dozens of unique POS 
functions that give users the ability to deal with virtually any 
kind of sale requirement. This includes repair tracking, warranty 
billing and return to vendor functionality as well.
  

Inventory & Packages 
POS360’s inventory system accommodates serialized, non-serialized, 
new, used, loaner, rental and fixed asset items. It also manages 
intangibles (i.e.: labor). Each item is supported by vendor, warranty 
and commission information, a bin number, up to 36 price books, 
two minimum selling prices, import taxes, and unit, quantity, bulk, 
average, real and sales costs. Item records also include on-hand, 
safety level and re-order quantities, as well as a usage history for 
all locations. Packaged inventory allows users to associate multiple 
items with a single item number. This includes equipment, parts, 
labor, comments, credits, etc.      
          
Physical Inventory
POS360 includes a physical inventory screen that allows users to 
perform inventory counts and updates during normal business 
hours and while other normal POS transactions are in progress. 
If the count of a given item does not match the system’s on-hand 
quantity, a pop-up alerts users to any sales, receipts and / or 
transfers that occurred during the count period. All processes are 
bar code reader compliant. This function even includes an import 
function that allows users to scan an entire count (including serial 
numbers) into a TriCoder portable reader and automatically 
update POS360’s on-hand quantities accordingly.
          
Rentals & Loaners
Rental and loaner equipment and accessories can be segregated 
from new and used inventory. In addition, stock can be easily 
transferred between new, rental, loaner and used status. An 
automatically generated property tag ID is used to track all rental 
and loaner items. Straight line, double declining balance or a user 
defined depreciation schedule is individually assignable to each 
rental item. Rates can be set for various rental periods (hourly, 
monthly, etc) and rental condition (excellent, average, poor, etc.). 
POS360’s exchange ID function allows a subscriber’s mobile number, 
etc. to be temporarily assigned to rental / loaner equipment.            

Special Pricing
POS360 provides the ability to create special sale, cash sale and 
customer-specific pricing for unlimited items. 
Each special price can be based upon an effective date range 
and various purchase quantity tiers. Quantity tiers can be based 
upon purchases made per order, per month, per year or during 
the duration of the offer. Pricing can be set to a special price, 
a discount percentage or a special price book. This unique 
functionality provides a perfect method for managing sales 
promotions and insuring that contract purchase rules are always 
properly applied.

Point of Sale & Inventory
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Multiple Payment Options
The capabilities of POS360’s invoice and sales order payment 
pop-up are extremely intuitive. Based upon account current 
status, available credit and assigned preferences, users can post a 
POS purchase to the next access invoice for payment (i.e.: charge 
a cell phone to the next airtime bill), charge the sale to an open 
account (if any), allow the customer to make monthly payments 
or record any combination of cash, check, credit card, debit card 
or other configured payment type. User-defined check approval 
limits and TeleCheck are both supported. Credit card payments 
are processed though POS360’s interface to PC Charge.
          
Return to Vendor Tracking
Whenever an invoice is voided or goods are exchanged or 
returned, a pop-up gives users the option of sending the 
associated items to their vendor for replacement or repair. If this 
option is selected, a repair purchase order (RPO) is generated 
which serves as both instructions to the vendor and an invoice 
for the value of the items returned. At the accounting level, such 
items are temporarily converted from an inventory asset to an AR 
asset. Ultimately, the vendor will repair and return the item(s), 
replace the item(s) with a new, refurbished or substitute items, 
issue a credit or deny the claim. All of these processes and their 
accountability are fully managed by POS360’s return to vendor 
function.  
          
Cash Drawers & POS Hardware 
POS360 supports cash drawer, bar code, credit card scanner, 
receipt printer, signature pad, touch screen and ACH interfaces. 
Its summary and detailed cash out functions allow one or more 
users to share one or more cash drawers from one or more POS 
workstations. Users can transfer amounts between drawers and 
give cash payouts (i.e.: postage due). Cash out reports provide 
the detail, time, date and employee IDs associated with each 
transaction. A summary of this report is added to the cash receipt 
printer tape as part of the cash out process. A bank deposit report 
is also printed.

Warranties & Maintenance 
Each item can be assigned a warranty code, bill to vendor and 
warranty reimbursement rate. Each account can be assigned 
up to 999 maintenance contracts. Each contract can include an 
unlimited number of covered items and can run concurrent with 
associated warranties. Individual limits can be set on parts, labor 
and assignable resources. Each of these parameters supports 
an elaborate processing system that can automatically make 
component level decisions regarding the warranty and / or 
maintenance eligibility of each repair item. Analysis, reporting 
and reimbursement tracking are also supported.  

Voids, Refunds, Exchanges & Returns
Voids, refunds, exchanges and returns are an everyday part of 
normal POS operations, and their proper integration to reporting, 
AR, payables, inventory, commissions and GL is essential. POS360 
has been specifically designed to make manual component of 
each of these processes appear to be very simple while complex 
background processes insure both accuracy and accountability at all 
levels. Voids and returns that include currently activate equipment 
(i.e.: a cell phone) automatically invoke a deactivation pop-up to 
complete the process. Exchanges of active equipment invoke a serial 
number / ESN / IMEI exchange pop-up. Each of these processes 
updates associated switches, etc.   
          
Sale Through Activation & Beyond
POS360’s fulfillment and POS functions are designed to integrate 
and streamline their respective processes. For example, users can 
record all information necessary to create an account, approve 
that account through automated scoring, gather marketing 
data, scan a phone and accessories onto a sales order, create a 
service contract, pick a rate plan with complex features, choose 
or port in a mobile number, merge deposits (if any) onto the 
order, automatically credit promotional discounts, automatically 
update inventory and commissions payable, receive a payment 
for amounts due,  automatically activate the phone, send a test 
call and generate a welcome letter in under three minutes!  
          
Sales & Technician Scheduling
POS360 includes personal and company-wide appointment 
calendars and a comprehensive set of users-defined rules for 
managing field personnel. Automated technician scheduling is 
rules-based and can take into account over a dozen factors. Sales 
appointment scheduling is also rules-based. Each calendar day is 
divided into 15-minute segments and each segment is color coded 
to indicate an employee’s schedule status in the associated time 
period. Historical calendar data is maintained indefinitely. This 
works in conjunction with OSS360’s powerful user-defined work-
flow management templates.

Retail & Technician Commissions
In addition to telemarketing commissions (described earlier), 
POS360 includes a retail commission system that is based upon 
the sale of inventory and / or labor. A pay-hours based technician 
compensation system is also included. Commission calculations 
can be based upon the selling price, the loaded margin or the 
gross margin of each item. This can be a percentage, a flat amount 
or a percentage / minimum amount combination. Quantity-
based tiered commissions are also supported.

Point of Sale & Inventory Accounting
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Point of Sale & Inventory

Accounts Receivable
OSS360 offers powerful accounts receivable functionality 
that includes drag, drop and drill-down transaction posting, 
integrated lock box support and the ability to bar code scan 
payment remittances. Payments, credits, debits and disputes 
can also be recorded through numerous customer care and POS 
processes. While based upon open item accounting, OSS360’s 
accounts receivable module includes a unique auto-post feature 
that allows balance-forward like posting as well. A given payment 
can be applied to one or more invoices and / or one or more 
specific lines of a given invoice. User-defined item / rate-specific 
payment priorities can determine the application order.
          
Accounts Payable Support
While OSS360 does not include accounts payable, it provides 
excellent third-party AP application support. For example, 
whenever an OSS360 refund process requires the issuance of a 
check, the refund details automatically appear in a special refunds 
payable file. This file provides users with all associated details and 
very convenient methods to approve, partially approve, hold or 
decline each entry, as well as the ability to record the reason for 
each action. OSS360’s receive PO process and five commission 
systems each include similar AP support mechanisms. More 
complete integration to specific AP applications is also available.  
          
Global Adjustments 
There may be times when users wish to apply credits or debits 
in bulk to many accounts simultaneously. This is perfectly 
accommodated by OSS360’s global adjustments feature. This 
feature includes filters that allow users to select adjustment 
recipients by one or all systems and / or those who assigned 
to one or all rate codes. They can also be limited to one or all 
accounts or account types, one or more contracts, invoices, open 
credit or access credits issued within a given date range and to 
a given number of line items or invoices within an account. Each 
such adjustment is supported by a reason code and unlimited 
memo text.

EBPP
Electronic bill presentment and Payment (EBPP) is supported by 
OSS360 in a number of ways. First of all, subscribers can sign up 
to receive their recurring bills as a PDF e-mail attachment and 
all users can be notified by e-mail and / or SMS that their most 
current bill is ready for viewing at the user’s web site. Notices can 
include a direct link for fast access. Once on the site, subscribers 
can view both actual bill images and web-friendly topic links 
(summary page, call detail, free usage, tolls, other charges and 
credits, etc.) and can download the displayed information. 
Subscribers can also log bill disputes and can fully or partially pay 
their charges in numerous ways, including cards on file.

Adjustment Limits & Disputes 
Each user can be assigned a maximum per transaction limit on 
credits and adjustments (i.e.: $ 100). In addition, OSS360 includes 
a unique disputed charges function that allows users to record 
requested credits of any amount, along with relevant comments, 
etc. The steps are identical to those used in granting actual credits. 
However, because they typically exceed the user’s adjustment 
authority, disputes are automatically sent to a queue where they 
can be approved, declined or amended by a supervisor. Meanwhile, 
the customer has been served as if the user had full authority and, 
while pending, the dispute (if adequate in amount) places treatment 
activities on hold until resolved.
  
General Ledger Interface 
OSS360 includes a powerful GL linking mechanism that collects 
data in extreme detail and interfaces with virtually any third-party 
GL software. It supports up to 99 user-owned companies, with up 
to 46,600 locations, 1,296 profit centers and 46,600 item categories 
each. As each payment and invoice, credit memo and debit memo 
line item is posted, a link code automatically translates the associated 
amounts to as many as 37 user-defined GL accounts (AR, cash 
receipts, inventory, income, COGS, etc.). GL account numbers can be 
any combination of up to 23 characters. Detailed audit reports and 
an easy-to-use release to ledger screen make this powerful interface 
completely seamless.   
          
Lock Boxes & Bulk Payments
OSS360 includes a universal lock box interface that can be quickly 
configured to match the requirements of any back or payment 
depository. It supports both bulk payment posting and bounced 
payment charge-backs. In addition, OSS360 includes three 
fast-scan interfaces that are designed to receive and post bulk 
payments directly. It allows users to divide payments into those 
that match their included remittance advice, those that do not 
match their included remittance advice and those that do not 
include a remittance advice of any kind. In each case, a scanner 
can be used to limit the posting process to the fewest number of 
required steps.

Invoice Display & Adjustments
Invoices, credit memos and debit memos can be displayed from 
throughout OSS360. In most cases, the screen shown here is 
invoked and users can view an actual full color image of the 
document requested. Invoices allow users to highlight any line 
and apply a debit or credit. Credits that exceed the user’s allowed 
amount automatically become disputes that can be approved 
by a supervisor though OSS360’s pending payables screen. If an 
invoice line is adjusted, it is automatically highlighted in yellow 
to indicate a pending adjustment, turquoise to indicate an 
approved adjustment or red to indicate a declined adjustment. 
An adjustment history is available to subsequent users. 

Accounting
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Customer Care / CRM
In addition to the information, marketing, collections, fulfillment 
and trouble ticket screens described elsewhere in this brochure, 
OSS360’s support services capabilities include comprehensive 
customer relations management (CRM) that is designed 
specifically for the needs of OSS360 users. All address, contact, 
installed services, accounting and screen data is updated in 
real time, and a complete and detailed history of every CRM 
transaction is recorded for future reference.  Unlike third-party 
“one size fits all” CRM packages, OSS360 compromises nothing 
and puts 67,000 pieces of information within just 1 or 2 mouse 
clicks of the user.
          
Account Balances  
Numerous OSS360 CRM screens provide detailed account activity, 
balance and payment data. Of these, one of the most powerful is 
the accounting tab. It is conveniently accessible from all support 
services screens and includes sub tabs that provide drill-down 
details for all past and current period transactions. This tab 
also includes summary and detailed aging, balance, payment, 
credit and refund histories. Account hierarchy information and a 
parameter-driven ledger listing. All fields are dynamically linked 
to their screen grids. As a result, if users double click on any field, 
the detail of its entry will be displayed in the grid.    
          
Trouble Tickets & Call Tags 
The ability to record, assign, escalate, and follow-up on issues, 
and to accurately quote resolution estimates is essential to 
subscriber acquisition and retention. OSS360’s trouble ticket 
and call tag screens provide these capabilities and more. 
Automatic matching issue alerts and ticket merge capabilities 
are also supported, allowing users to simultaneously process and 
resolve all issues of a similar nature (i.e.: outages). Each caller’s 
demeanor and churn score are tracked through every process. 
Extensive issue, cause and resolution management reports and 
alerts are standard features.

Automated Follow-Ups
Follow-ups are an extremely important component in OSS360’s 
subscriber acquisition, retention and revenue assurance 
strategies. Eight categories (customer care, collections, trouble 
tickets, etc.) and more than 140 corresponding tasks (payment 
commitment missed, inventory safety level reached, etc.) are 
supported by follow-up codes. Delivery timing (immediately, in 
10 days, etc.) and method (visual alert, e-mail, etc.) are user-
defined by task. Cascading follow-ups are also supported. These 
allow users to create sequential follow-ups that automate simple 
workflows. 

Knowledge Base & FAQs 
OSS360’s knowledge base is completely user-defined. Not only 
can keyword and task category searches be used to locate and 
view text, rate plans, diagrams, pictures, maps, literature and 
other information, but authorized users can add such data to the 
knowledge base at any time. All entries are supported by rich text 
format (RTF) editing functionality, automatic spell checking, and 
both effective and expiration dates. Its frequently asked questions 
(FAQs) database offers similar functionality. Regular use of these 
features can result in a dynamic and growing information pool 
that can be shared by users on an enterprise-wide basis and can 
support self help, the agent / reseller interface, etc.
  
Thin Client Access & Self Help
Through Windows Terminal Server, remote users, agents, resellers, 
field sales people and distant retail locations can access OSS360’s 
full power via modem, the Internet or other thin client connection. 
In addition, OSS360 includes extensive APIs that can quickly and 
securely integrate its data and functionality with the user’s web 
site and / or IVR. This can give subscribers the ability to remotely 
access their account balance, review / pay their bill, exchange IDs 
and rate plans, add and delete features, and much more. It can also 
give prospects and others the ability to request literature, sign up for 
service, find answers to FAQs, etc.
          
User-Defined Call Types
All trouble tickets and call tags are supported by a call class, call 
type, severity, priority, account demeanor, follow-up, reason 
and cause codes that supplement various escalation tracking 
and reporting processes. Of these, call types automate a large 
percentage of each process, including churn scoring, duplicate 
issue alerts, escalations and follow-ups. Each call type can be 
assigned manual closure estimates for each of up to10 priority 
levels. It can also continuously “learn” from a rolling performance 
period that is user-defined (i.e.: 90 days). This provides support 
personnel an essential tool in setting caller expectations.

Escalation Cubes 
Follow-up escalations can be based upon the service level to 
which the caller is entitled (1 – 8), the severity of the issue (1 
– 10) and the issue’s assigned priority (1 - 10). These form an 
escalation cube. Each issue initially enters the cube at a given 
severity and priority. From there, it is automatically escalated in 
accordance with the cube’s configuration rules. While this offers 
users the ability to define and automate complex follow-up 
scenarios, setup can be as simple as defining one support level, 
one severity and one priority. In any case, this is an extremely 
powerful tool for managing tasks and escalating their completion.

Support Services Terms Management
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Support Services

Credit Scoring 
TERMS360 provides both automatic and manual credit-scoring 
models. Each is designed to provide go-no-go credit decisions, 
and can determine the terms, credit limit, deposit amount, add-
on feature deposit level, credit risk rating and / or maximum 
allowable BIDs for each new account. If an applicant’s score is 
insufficient for instant approval, its data is automatically referred 
to a credit manager for further evaluation. A360 maintains up-
to-date certifications with each supported credit bureau. It also 
continually updates TERMS360’s manual scoring parameters 
to those of evolving industry requirements. Scoring can be 
preempted by previous account history, account type, manual 
override, etc.
          
Stop-Limit / Metered Billing 
Stop-limit / metered billing offers users strict control over post 
pay credit limits. It monitors usage in near-real time (network 
dependent) and continually compares that usage against 
account balances (including unbilled amounts) and user-defined 
credit remaining tiers. As each such tier is reached, messages 
(SMS, e-mail, etc.) and / or letters can be automatically sent to 
subscribers and associated service levels can be automatically 
adjusted accordingly (including deactivation). Integration with 
accounts receivable insures that payments are applied to the 
monitored balances and service levels are adjusted in real time. 
          
Payment Commitment Tracking 
TERMS360 allows users to record payment commitments 
in several ways. These include through customer care and 
collections functions, as well as through subscriber interaction 
with web and IVR interfaces. As subsequent payments are 
received, their amounts are compared to open commitments 
to determine whether or not associated accounts are keeping 
their promises to pay. If payments are received on or before 
the promised date, the associated payment commitment(s) will 
be cleared automatically. Otherwise, an escalation group will 
automatically receive a delinquency notification.

Automatic Past-Due Treatment 
TERMS360’s treatment processes are so automated that they can 
actually collect past-due amounts without human intervention 
of any kind. User defined collection tiers are based upon a given 
past due amount and a number of past due days. As an account’s 
balance reaches a given tier, TERMS360 can automatically change 
that account’s service level (i.e.: toll restriction, deactivation, 
etc.) and / or send designated recipients a reminder message 
or collection letter. It can also automatically assign past due 
accounts to collections personnel, escalate activities based upon 
aging and reduce / terminate activity upon payment receipt.

Prepay Billing
TERMS360 provides several prepay management options. 
Of these, decrement prepay offers users in an “all you can 
eat” environment an extremely economical prepay solution. 
Alternately, TERMS360’s interim CDR prepay option uses the 
ability of modern switches to provide call in progress records. 
This allows strict near real-time credit controls over prepay usage 
limits and usually requires no additional switching or network 
hardware. In addition, Terms360 offers intelligent network (IN) 
prepay (including CAMEL and ANSI41) through integration with 
third-party platforms. In each case, prepay card inventories and 
prepay refresh terms are fully supported.
  
Credit Card & Direct Debit
Credit card and debit card billing are supported by notification and 
service level control tiers that are similar to those of stop-limit billing, 
However, the processes that update available credit are integrated 
with the user’s automated clearing house (ACH) and provide both 
batch settlement and reject processing. The use of multiple back-up 
card numbers for each account is also supported. Furthermore, a 
delay mechanism can allow subscribers several days to review their 
invoice and dispute charges before their card is actually billed. When 
combined with TERMS360’s e-mail billing capabilities, credit / debit 
card terms can create a truly paperless service offering. 
          
Late Notices & Fees
The production and distribution of statements, late notices and 
collection letters is fully automated. In addition, TERMS360’s 
treatment processes support both Short Message Service (SMS) 
and e-mail past-due notifications. Each process understands 
the dynamics of account aging and self-manages its activities 
accordingly. Users can suspend notices and / or remove accounts 
from the notice process. Late fee percentages and minimum 
amounts are based upon various user-defined criteria. This 
includes the ability to assess smaller late fees on some services 
(i.e.: paging) and larger late fees on others (i.e.: cellular service).

Collection Commissions 
Collection commissions allow users to create collector 
compensation packages that are based upon various user-
defined tiers of past-due days and past-due amounts. In addition, 
users can create bonus tiers that are based upon the collection of 
various amounts of a given aging that occur within specific time 
periods. While collection commissions may not be appropriate in 
all situations, they can provide valuable incentives to collectors 
that consistently meet certain goals.
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Crystal Reports
Crystal Reports is used in the creation of all OSS360 reports. 
As a result, OSS360 includes a runtime version of Crystal at no 
additional cost. In addition, OSS360 
Integrates with the professional edition of the Crystal Reports 
development software. This powerful and easy to use option 
provides first class ad-hoc report writing capability, including 
data mining, pie charts, bar graphs, etc. In support of these 
capabilities, OSS360 includes a detailed data dictionary and a list 
of pre-configured views that are designed to speed the process 
of creating custom reports.

          
PC Charge
OSS360’s integration with PC Charge provides support for both 
real-time transaction card swipe readers and batch processing 
in monthly recurring billings. PC Charge maintains compatibility 
with banks, automated clearing houses and credit card processors 
world-wide. This provides users with broad and price competitive 
options when selecting a processor. Much of PC Charge’s setup 
is performed directly through OSS360’s user interface. Reject 
processing and transaction reporting are also supported.
          
CCH Tax Tables
OSS360 accommodates all known taxing scenarios. Any single 
transaction line can be assessed any of up to 66 taxes and 24 
taxes on tax. This includes minimum & maximum taxes, tiered 
taxing, and taxes that change from fixed to variable at various 
taxable amounts. Per line item and invoice total taxing, point of 
usage taxing, subscriber specified and postal code determined 
taxing are also accommodated. Tax table entries can be manually 
created and / or imported from commercially available tax rate 
products, such as CCH, etc. Unlimited date / time variants are 
supported, allowing users to configure changes in advance of 
their effective date. CCH Geo code-based taxing is also fully 
supported.  

Print & Mailing Service Bureaus
OSS360’s interface to Adobe Central Pro provides general 
compatibility with most print service bureaus. PCL5, basic XML 
and native Central Pro DAT file outputs are standard offerings. 
While A360 does not directly recommend any single print 
vendor, we will gladly provide a list of those in use by our 
customers and we will work with any other print vendor to insure 
its compatibility with OSS360 and customer requirements. For 
customers who choose to do their own printing, OSS360 supports 
up to 99 concurrent printers with load balancing and command 
strings that can change bins and paper orientation, print 2-sided 
and book style, insert fliers, etc.    

Adobe Central Pro
OSS360’s integration with Central Pro’s built-in form design tool 
means that all documents are completely user-defined. This 
includes text, form colors, highlighting, fonts and merge objects, 
such as logos, postal sorting marks, bar codes, etc. Unlimited SQL 
data can also be merged onto each document. Furthermore, any 
document (invoice, PO, report, etc.) can be printed or delivered 
by e-mail, fax or EDI. Documents can also be accessed over the 
Internet. Central Pro supports interfaces to virtually all printers, 
including the industry’s highest throughput production and color 
models.
  
Melissa Data Address Verification
OSS360 integrates with Melissa data’s Com Object software to 
provide low-cost USPS address verification and formatting standards 
compliance. This can catch fraudulently provided addresses and 
data entry errors. It also correctly formats abbreviations for Street, 
Boulevard, etc., adds correct street types, such as Way, Circle, etc., 
automatically corrects zip code errors and adds 4-digit extensions. 
In addition, its integration with OSS360 and additional OSS360-
supported bundling, labels and reports can provide users with fully 
CASS certified mailings.
          
TeleTech Toll Tables
OSS360 is supported by an elaborate toll rating system that not 
only accommodates local, national and international tolls and 
features, it also accommodates billing between any two network 
elements (i.e.: router to router). While OSS360’s toll center 
tables and V & H coordinates can be entered manually, it also 
supports the direct import of commercially available toll tables 
such as TeleTech’s TextPac. In fact, such updates can be set to 
occur automatically using OSS360’s powerful task scheduler.

Data Dictionary
OSS360 provides a powerful data dictionary with an 
alphabetically-grouped detailed view of its database. It provides 
columns, constraints, foreign keys, indexes and dependencies 
associated with each table. In addition, the data dictionary 
also offers hundreds of pre-configured “views” that sort out 
complex table relationships and present data to users in an easy 
to manage format. This can be extremely helpful when creating 
custom reports. The data dictionary can also be a helpful tool 
when connecting OSS360’s database to third-party applications.

Third Party Integration Other Features
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Third Party Integration

Multilingual Screen Titles 
OSS360’s multilingual capability allows any / all screen titles 
to be set to a user-specific language. This means that one user 
can view screens in English, while other users are set to French, 
Spanish, Russian, etc. In addition, OSS360 automatically inherits 
international properties from each user’s workstation (date 
formats, commas and periods, international spell checker, etc.). 
Users can also set the background, text and caption colors of all 
fields, disable any field or make data entry mandatory. Additional 
languages can be quickly configured through approximately 
5,500 table entries. This capability can also be used to re-define 
field titles.
          
Multiple Currencies 
OSS360 is capable of supporting all world currencies. Conversion 
rounding is supported to nine decimal places, with round up, 
round down and 5/4 rounding capability. EMU presentation 
requirements are also supported. Users can create an unlimited 
number of date / time variants of any currency. When the 
scheduled date / time is reached, the new conversion rate 
automatically replaces the previous rate. Furthermore, 
conversion rates can be set to expire or automatically update via 
a Web interface (i.e.: GSM SDR updates).
          
Task & Process Scheduler
Dozens of routine tasks and processes can be configured to run 
in OSS360’s powerful SQL task scheduler. Each can be given a 
frequency / period (every day, every month, every Thursday, etc), 
a start date / time, a maximum number of cycles and a priority. 
This can be used to process ACH transactions, generate trial 
billings and bulk print jobs, assess late fees, start tape back-ups, 
send welcome letters, etc.   

Easy to Use Documentation & Help
OSS360 comes with approximately 5,600 pages of easy to 
understand user documentation that includes thousands of 
screens, caution messages and examples of practical use. It also 
includes over 150 single-topic training aids with step-by-step 
user instructions and annotations. This same documentation 
is available as on-line help from anywhere in the program. In 
addition, users are provided with CD copies and the ability 
to reconfigure the text to meet specific operational and user 
training requirements.

Multilingual Field Data
In addition to multilingual screen titles, OSS360 supports 
multilingual field data. If multiple languages are in use, as 
users add or change data in any field, a pop-up is invoked that 
allows the change to be entered in each configured language. 
Furthermore, in any given session, users can change their screen 
titles and / or field data to any predefined language. For example, 
a user can view screen titles in English and read the field data 
in Polish. Multilingual capability is extended to all SOs, POs, 
invoices, notices, reports, letters, messages etc. Multi-lingual 
capability provides a perfect “we care” method for catering to 
important ethnic groups.
  
System Alerts
Nearly 150 processes can alert users as to critical issues. For example, 
an inventory safety level has been reached, no CDRs have been 
received from the switch within a given time period, fraud or churn 
is suspected, etc. In addition, memos can be configured to appear 
on POS screens and SO headers during transactions. Users can also 
configure task, walk-in queue, marketing and system messages to 
generate wav-format alert tones and cause blinking red lights to 
appear on support services screens until read.

World-Wide Support
Advantage 360 provides optional installation, training, 
configuration, data conversion, performance tuning, database 
maintenance, billing process management, revenue assurance 
and support services on a worldwide basis from both California 
and dedicated offices outside of the US. All software includes one 
year of basic support. Furthermore, annual renewal costs are 
among the very lowest in the industry. Custom support levels are 
available as required. Each support period includes free updates 
and upgrades, as well as a monthly services allotment.
          

Other Features
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About Advantage 360
Advantage 360 is headquartered in southern California, with support offices in six countries. Since 1984, we have developed feature-rich operational 
support software for the demanding daily requirements of modern convergent telecommunications carriers and service providers across all 
technologies. We have also successfully completed more than 200 installations world-wide, ranging in size from less than 10,000 to more than 
5,000,000 subscribers. As a result, our software is highly scalable and has exceptional localization and multiple language / currency capabilities.

In addition, our customer retention rate remains at 99.5% because we are dedicated to reducing the total cost of ownership by delivering a 
comprehensive end-to-end solution with more than 70,000 features, an average of 3,500 enhancements a year and world-class support. This 
eliminates the need for additional modules, such as CRM, POS, inventory, trouble tickets, mediation, sales force and work-flow management, and 
other OSS functionality and support that cost extra or are totally missing in other systems. In addition, every feature is focused on acquiring and 
retaining subscribers, assuring revenue and collections and automating processes to reduce staffing dependencies. This immediately results in 
increased income and overhead reductions that consistently provide an accelerated return on investment of just 6 to 18 months.

What Our Customers Say
Here is what a few of our customers have to say… 

“The excellent Support and Customer Service received from Advantage 360 staff meet all our business requirements.  They are innovative and 
responsive in providing solutions to all our demands.  This is a great company and we look forward to growing our business with their support.” – 
CTO, DigiCel Bermuda

“Its Cellular in a box” – CIO International, AT&T Wireless

“Advantage 360 has provided us with the flexibility to offer our customers new services, plans, and billing options with its standard features.  It has 
also significantly reduced our staff’s workload due to its streamlined functionality.  We value our relationship with Advantage 360 and look forward 
to expanding our use.” – Manager of Information Systems, ENMR –Plateau

“Advantage 360 not only provided exceptional conversion support during our recent merger of two companies and billing systems, they also 
provided a custom solution which allowed us to convert our customer base in a scheduled and controlled manner that was transparent to those 
valued customers.” – GM, CellularOne Bermuda

“Because of Advantage 360’s unique multi-site pricing we have been able to deploy a single feature-rich billing and OSS across multiple properties 
and markets at a fraction of the cost of individual solutions.” – Billing Manager, Atlantic Tele Networks

“We knew that we would realize some cost savings by merging our wireless, wireline, internet and IPTV billing systems into a single solution. What we did 
not expect is staff coming to management for more work because they were out of things to do.” – CFO, Strata Networks

“Advantage 360 allows us to support our customers across a wide array of services and technologies in a single platform.” – GM, Choice Communications

“When we chose Advantage 360, we had an extreme urgency to replace several existing billing systems and launch within 6 to 9 months. Not only 
did they launch us in just 3 months, their software functionality, capacity and support has allowed us to grow from less than 3 million subscribers to 
more than 5 million in only 18 months.”  – CTO, SOTELMA

“After several years and two failures with previous software vendors in our quest for a truly convergent billing system for our wire line, wireless, data 
and internet business services, Advantage360’s software offered all the functionality and capability that we sought. With the threat of liberalization 
of the Telecoms market and the emergence of new competitive forces quickly approaching, Advantage360’s staff adeptly stepped up to the 
challenge and helped us meet our critical deadlines for migrating off our legacy billing system. Thanks to Avantage360 we are better poised to be 
more creative and flexible in our product offerings which is vital for our remaining a viable entity in what will be an extremely competitive Telecoms 
marketplace. We are very pleased to have forged a relationship with them”  – CIO, Antigua Public Utilities Authority

Additional Information

To learn more about our feature-rich solutions and world-class support services, please visit our website at www.advantage 360.com. We also 
invite RFIs, RFPs and in-depth competitive comparisons. In addition, we offer both on-line and on-site demonstrations in English and many other 
languages.  


